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Abstract
An approach to resolve the kinematic redundancy and
to control the motion/force of redundant manipulators is
presented. By defining a proper metric in joint space, minimal parametrization
of motion and force controlled subspaces as well as the null motion component is realized.
With this formulation, control of both motion~orce and internal motion of redundant manipulator can be achieved
via a new hybrid impedance control method with inertial
decoupling of each space. Some numerical examples are
given to demonstrate the pet-jormance of the proposed cotz trol method.

space, the dynamics of remaining degrees of freedom does
not appear in this formulation[3]. Thus, in order to take a
full advantage of the redundancy, dealing with the hidden
internal dynamics is essential for achieving higher performance of both position and compliant motions because the
hidden dynamics affects the task space motions of redundant manipulators.
The motivation of this paper is to provide a method to
express the behavior of redundant manipulators with task
and null space dynamics with decoupled manner using appropriate decomposition method.
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Introduction

The increasing demand for advanced manipulator applications has brought a numerous growth of interest in
the development of different concepts and schemes for the
control of compliant motion. Those can be classified into
two approaches: the one is hybrid position/force control
method and the other is the impedance control scheme.
The advantages and limitations on these schemes are well
described in [4, 9]. Among the many control algorithms,
hybrid impedance control method has been reported as
an unified approach to compliant control[ 1, 5]. Recently,
the extensions of such approach to redundant manipulators
were proposed in the literatures [6, 8], These compliant
motion tasks can be performed more smoothly if we use
redundant degrees of freedom like human arm and fingers.
In joint space, there is no distinction of the dynamics between redundant and non-redundant manipulators.
However, if the manipulator motion is defined by the task of
its end-effecter and when we express the dynamics in task

Kinestatic Modeling and Minimal Null Space
Parameterization

Consider an n-DOF serial manipulator operating in an
m-dimensional Cartesian coordinates. Its kinematics is expressed by the following three equations
X = k(q)

(la)
(lb)
+ h(q, q),

h(q, q) ~ J(q, q)q,

(]C)

where k(. ) : W -+ W is the forward kinematics; q E
~ C $? is the generalized joint velocity; x c X C ~m
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Kinematic redundancy in manipulator gives rise to two
aspects of problem[3]: One is the motion redundancy and
the other is the force redundancy. It should be noted here
that in order to achieve better performance of redundant
manipulators, it is necessary to express the motion of manipulator including null space dynamics [6, 7]. Moreover,
it would be better if we have separate control on both task
and null space motions, independently.
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is the Cartesian end-effecter velocity; J E !Rmx n denotes
the manipulator Jacobian matrix and r = n – m(n > m)
is called the degree-of-redundancy.
Usually kinematic problem of redundant manipulator
is to find the solution of Eq. (lb). When the manipulatorhas both prismatic andrevolute joints, the frequently
used Moore-Penrose inverseof J lacks the physical meaning and it is not invariant with change of measure units to
describe the structure [2, 3, 4].
In this case, it is more reasonable to define the norm of
q with a metric W

11611;1’
= GTW4
Then the minimum
by
~ = J~x,

7

Orlh,,,g,md

(2)

Fig. 1: Weighted joint space decomposition

norm solution of Eq. ( 1b) is obtained

J;,. 8 W-’JT

(JW-’JT)-l

where fc c 3P denotes the command force vector in
Cartesian coordinates and ~n ~ W is an arbitrary vector. Similar to &, rh is the homogeneous torques which
does not contribute to the end-effecter motion.
clearly, TP and rh are not orthogonal but weighted orthogonal, and weighting matrix is W – 1 to satisfy the consistency. From the duality of Eq. (7), we rewrite ~h as follows:

(3J

where J~,, denotes the weighted pseudo-inverse.
From
this, we can naturally induce a Cartesian space metric M
using Eq. (2) as follows
~TW~

= XTJ~,TWJ;.X

(4)

= XTMX

where M ~ (JW–l JT)–’. Since Eq. (3) shows the minimum norm solution only, it is not a full parameterization
of the joint motion. Thus the full decomposition of q can
be given by:
Q = d, + & = J~,x

+ (In – J~J)

<,

where fN G !RTdenotes the null space force which gives
rise to the null motion XN. Fig. 1 shows the above decomposition of joint space based on the above analysis. This is
very similar to the twist-wrench kinestatic filter and each
reciprocal product is always zero[4].

(5)

2.2

where qh = (In —J~,J) & E M(J) denotes the homogeneous solution of Eq. ( 1b) which represents the internal
or null space motion and & c !Rn is an arbitrary vector.
However, the above matrix (In – J*J)
does not behave
as a projection matrix because it does not have symmetric
and idempotent properties. qP and q~ do not satisfy the
orthogonal condition but weighted orthogonal property.
With an arbitrary choice of f, the homogeneous solution
can be written as[7]
~h = (1. – J~.J) < = V(q)%,

X,Y = (VTWV)–l

VTWq

S JN(q)q.

(6)

(7)

Similar to the decomposition of joint velocities q, the joint
torque vector can be characterized as follows:
Tp + Th

=

JTfc + (1,, – JTJ~,?) ~n,

Task Space Decomposition

Usually, many tasks to be performed by manipulator require the geometrical information of the environment in
task space and the description of dynamics in that space
is helpful in designing the control method. For instance,
the manipulator can be commanded to exert desired force
to some directions of the constraint surface while moving to other directions.
By defining a task frame at the
end-effecter, description of such task can be simplified and
the task frame should be identified according to the given
task[5, 6].
For compliant motion control problem, typical tasks can
be divided by two classes: The first one is the non-tracking
task frame, i.e., the task frame directions remain fixed to
either the manipulated object-such as in peg-in-hole case
or the environment. The second one is the tracking task
frame, i.e., the task frame’s update is directly derived from
the constraint model or sensor measurements.
In either cases, the following non-holonomic constraint
form can be considered

where V E 3?n x 7 is a set of linearly independent vectors
which spans the null space of J and XN E XN denotes ~dimensional minimal parameters of .U(J). Using Eqs. (5)
and (6), we obtain XN:

T =

T

Q

(8)

rF = EF(x)x,
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E~ ~ !R~xm

(lo)

From the duality of Eq. ( 10), we get the Cartesian
system of the form:

and assume that EF is a full row rank matrix. In most
results of hybrid control, the assumption that the manipulator in contact can be represented by a mechanical system
model subjected to the ideal constraints was explicitly or
implicitly used [4, 6, 9]. If we consider such ideal constraints, then r~ = fF = O. However, due to the local
deformation occurred at the contact point, velocity of the
end-effecter pointing into the constraint surface is nonzero.
~F in Eq. (10) can be used for such situation.
If Eq. ( 10) is a Jacobian matrix of the holonomic constraint, i.e., EFX is integrable, then we obtain
rF

=

~(x),

@(X)

f = E$AP

+ E~AF

= RT(x)A.

force

(16)

In the above equation, E: constitutes a basis of the active
force controlled subspace and AF E !Rk denotes the parameter vector in that space. Each parameter Ap and AF
can be found by

(17)

E @

When the frictionless

contact is considered,

Ap = O.

where k ~ m. and in this case, EF is given by
E,(x)

=%

(11)

3

Typical example of the above equation is the contour following problem. In Eq. ( 10), each row of EF is neither
orthogonal nor normalized. Note thatthe conventional hybrid control schemes[4] can not be applied to the case in
which the orthogonal task frame is not defined.
From Eq ( 10), we know that
~ = (Im —E~LIEF)

x + EjMr~>

where E$,,T is the weighted generalized
E~J1 = M-’E$

-r = H(q)q

+ C(q, q)q+

g(q) +J~(q)f,

(12)

inverse of EF:

(EFM-’E~)-’

x = NiP

(13)

+ E~k#F,

‘1 NTMx

~ EP(@c.

Extended Task Space Formulation

Now, we want to describe the dynamics of redundant
manipulator in task space. Normally dynamic description
of the redundant manipulator in task space[3] has a drawback in the sense of missing of the hidden internal motion
dynamics, because the null motion does not affect the motion of end-effecter in velocity level. However, through the
strong dynamic coupling between them, those affect each
other in acceleration level. This is the reason why we need
to express the null space dynamics explicitly[7]. This will
be possible using the following minimal parameterization
of null space motion.
Hereafter, we assume the kinetic energy metric[2, 7],
i.e., W = H(q).
Let us define the extended task space
variables as follows:

where ip E !Rm-~ is the minimal parameter of A’(EF).
Since N has the full-column rank, we get rp as follows
using the Cartesian metric M:
(14)

Eqs. (10) and (14), we get

r~ X~r
“T“T
“T)T

XE = (rp
~=

i-p

kF

{}[1

(18)

where H(q) G J?‘x m is the symmetric and positive definite joint inertia matrix; C(q, q)q E W involves Coriolis
and centrifugal terms; g(q) ● W denotes gravity force;
-r E W is the generalized joint torque vector; f E W is
the contact force exerted by the end-effecter on the environment in Cartesian coordinates.
3.1

Augmenting

Task Space Formulation

When the manipulator contacts with the environment,
its equations of motion in joint space can be given by

and M denotes the Cartesian space metric which is induced
from the joint space metric as mentioned before.
Similar to the joint space decomposition in the previous
section, let us define a set of null space basis of EF as
N, i.e., EFN = O, then the Cartesian motion system of
Eq. (12) has the following form:

i’p = (NTMN)

A New Extended

—
—

Ep
x = R(x)x,

(15)

(19)

Then, we obtain the following relations:

EF

XE = JEQ
(20)

where R c J?” x m denotes the transformation matrix from
the Cartesian coordinates to the task space coordinates.

XE = JEq+
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hE(q, @,

Impedance

where
Real Manipulator

JE(q)

=

1

EPJ

JP(q)
JF(q)

=

EFJ

lJ.ddj

JhT

hP(q, q)
h~(q,

q) =

h~(q> 6)

[ h,v(q,

‘.-

j~q

q)

[)

J*H

(21)
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Fig. 2: Fundamental

(22)

(

A$A$O.

idea of hybrid impedance control

scheme[ 1, 5, 6]. Fig. 2 shows the fundamental idea of the
control scheme. As denoted in the figure, the main objective of the hybrid impedance control method is to make the
behavior of the manipulator like mass-spring-damper
system for impedance controlled direction and mass-damper
system for force controlled direction.

(23)

and~E=

Impedance

JNq

T

f;

Desired

.

where
A:c

e Control

,

-r = J~. (q)&,

AJC

-$

#’
,

From the principle of virtual work, we know that

=

!1

,
t
#

In Eq. (20), JE is an extended Jacobian matrix and its inverse is given by
JE1 = [J~N

:
.*”.
,,

●✎

✌

Jpq
=

. .t’

,-. ,✌✍✍ ----

and

1

AEC

Control

. ..

)

4.1

Inertially

Using the above equations, we can obtain the dynamic
equations of motion in extended task space as follows:

Decoupled
Extended
Method

Impedance

The target impedance
given by

~~C = AE~XE + rET(q, q)XE + ~ET + ~E. (24)

Hybrid

Control

relations

of each space can be

In this equation,
MPdeP

Ap(q)

A~T(q)

r~T(q,

=

II

O

0

(J

AF(q)

O

0

0

AN-(q)

@ = JE‘T {C(q,

~ET(d

=

q) – H(q) J~lJ~}

J~l

JETdd,

Hybrid Impedance

Hybrid impedance control method
position/force
control and impedance

Controller

= O
=

(25)

~FeF

denote the desired
In the above, M(.), B(,, and Kpd
impedance parameters in each space, ep = rpd –
rp;
eF = ~Fd–~F;
6N = XNd–XNandllF
>0. Then
based on the proposed formulation, we obtain the following controller for motion/force of the end-effecter as well
as null motion of the redundant manipulator:
r = 7P + TF + 7N + C(q,

q)q

+ g(q)

+

JTf,

(26)

where TP, TF denote the command torques for motion
and force controlled subspaces and TN is the null space
command torques. Those have the following form:
TP = JTAN

{rpd + M~j

TF = J$&

{M&

TN

Extended

+ Kpdep

MFd?F + BFdip

where Ap(q) ~ NTAN,
AF(q) : (J~H–lJ~)–l
and
A~(q)
= V~HV[7].
Because of the weighting matrix
W = H(q), there is no coupling effect between the null
space and task space in inertia term[7].
Usually, there has been no separate control on null dynamics which is coupled with that of task space motion,
the fail of control on null space generally degrades the performance of task space motion. This neat decoupled dynamic property will be used in designing the extended hybrid impedance control scheme in the next section.

4

+ Bpdep

=

(Bp&P

(@FeF

HV {Xjvd + M~jBN&N

–

BFdiF)

+ Kpdep)
–

-- hp}

hF}

–hN}.

Proposition 1. Applying Eq. (26) to Eq. (24), we obtain
the desired impedance relation given by Eq. (25). Moreove< we get ep G O, 6N + O and eF -+ O.

combines hybrid
control into one
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PROOF. Since the closed loop systems of motion controlled subspace and null space given in Eq. (25) satisfy
the desired objectives directly, only the stability of force
controlled subspaceis considered. Let’s take a set of state
of the form:

,., 0~

.5

,

L’,.,

2

‘‘

.05 ~

,

‘

(a) Motion error

.$

,

2

A’,., ‘

—%

3

(b) Cartesian velocity

and consider a Lyapunov function candidate of the form:

where Qi is given by
.5

—.
.

OS

,

,.,

,

m!” ,.,

(c) Null motion

x

(d) Reaction force (y-axis)

Then time derivatives of the above equation is

t’ = –Z;B~dZ~

<0.

(29)

Z2 = O implies Z2 = O. Then from Eq. (25), we know that
e~ = O and it imp]ies Z1 = r~ —rFd = O. Therefore, we
❑
can achieve that ~F -+ ~Fd as t + m.

.,Ok-g ~,

(e) Manipulability
5

Simulation

(f) Arm configuration

is assumed to be in contact with the environment at initial
time with small pre-load force and a holonomic constraint
form of environment is considered as follows:

y=o.

(31)

We consider a spring like contact force model, i.e., ~F =
K,6TF and K, is give by 200, 000N/m. The total time of
execution is given by 3s. Fig. 3 shows the simulation result
of the proposed control method. As shown in Figs. 3(a) and
(b), the manipulator tracks the desired Cartesian motion
to the unconstrained direction. Whereas the null motion
tracking performance and the force control performance is
also good as illustrated in Figs, 3(c) and (d). As shown in
Fig. 3(d), it shows very oscillatory performance at initial
time. The reason is that within the proposed formulation,
the manipulator behaves like a mass-damper system model.
Since we assumed spring like contact force model with
high stiffness, the total system shows the under-damped
mass-spring-damper
system behavior. Fig. (e) shows the
change of the manipulability measure and Fig. (f) is some
snapshots of the manipulator during the task execution.

(30)

where K denotes the rate of convergent factor. In this paper, we use ~ = I and BN = 0.03. We choose MFd =
The
AF(q),
Mpd = Ap(q) and Mjvd = A~(q)[7].
other terms are ~F = 0.8, Bpd = 60 and BFd = 100.

5.1

measure

Fig. 3: Compliant motion control performance

In this section, we show the performance of the proposed controller by computer simulations.
A three-link
planar redundant manipulator is considered in the simulation study. For simplicity, the joint friction torques are
neglected. For all simulations, the sampling frequency is
assumed as 500 Hz.
Since the degrees of redundancy is one in this case, the
null space motion can be characterized by a scalar quantity.
To achieve secondary task, we use the manipulability as a
performance index m(q) with scaling. The desired null
motion X.vd is given by the gradient projection method[7]
of the form:
xh,d = ~A~lVTVm(q),

n~do

,“T. ,.,

Compliant Motion Control

The primary task is to follow the desired end-effecter
trajectory which is a line segment from (0.2, O)m to
(0.6, O)m in Cartesian space while exerting a desired contact force ~~d = 20 to the environment. The manipulator

1445

index and manipulator
cution, respectively.
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(a) ep
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(d) y-axis force

(c) x-axis force

during the task exe-

Conclusion

In this paper, we addressed the decomposition of the redundant manipulators for controlling motion/force of the
end-effecter as well as the internal motion.
From the
weighted decomposition of the joint space, we derived the
full space decomposition of redundant manipulators. The
proposed extended task space formulation enable us to design the control methods of each space independently. Embedding the hybrid impedance control approach to the proposed formulation, we obtained the inertially decoupled
extended hybrid impedance control law (ExHIC) and its
stability proof was shown. Those analyses were verified
through the numerical simulations for stiff environment
with a planar redundant manipulator.

(b) Null motion

“012,:,.,

configuration
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